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What products or 

services do you offer?
JW Tent & Sound is a rental 
company for tents and private 
function sound systems for 
groups of ten to 120 people.

Where are you from and 

why did you choose 

Winnipeg to start your 

business?

I was born in Winnipeg, where I 
have lived for most of my life. My 
business is located here because 
the market in Winnipeg has 
enough demand for my tent 
rental service.

How do you make sure 
that you reach your 
goals?

To ensure my success and to 
achieve my goals, I think about 
my tasks, dreams, and goals in 
three-month blocks. I am also 
part of a stress and emotional 
management program, and I 
sometimes consult my mentors 
when I need advice.

What inspired you to 

become an entrepreneur?

I became an entrepreneur for 
the freedom and to be able to 
create my own schedule.

What has been your 
path toward 
entrepreneurship?

I started in the tent and music 
business without any special 
entrepreneurial knowledge. 
After two years, I enrolled in the 
“Business Start” program at 
CDEM, which helped me a lot. 
Without them, I may not have 
succeeded.

What is your opinion on the 

future of entrepreneurship?

Entrepreneurship is more 
accessible than ever in the 
modern world thanks to 
connectivity and technology.

What is the most important 

lesson you have learned in 

your entrepreneurial 

career?

The importance of “Branding” to 
communicate your product or 
service to potential clients. 

The proudest moment of 

your entrepreneurial 

career?
It was in July 2020, when the 
entire stock of my tents was 
booked for the weekend.
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What other local businesses 

inspire you?

The company “Promenade Cafe 
and Wine” inspires me because 
the owners are culinary 
innovators, they use locally-
sourced ingredients and they 
have a real passion for their food 
service.
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